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Abstract—Inseparable part of the high voltage transformers
is electro insulating liquid. As known, for one hundred years
are used mainly mineral oil based insulating fluids since having
good electrical and physical properties and being relatively
cheap. Over the years other liquids has been considered/used as
replacement to mineral oils such as polyfluorobiphenyls (PFB),
poly-chlorobiphenyls (PCB), silicones, synthetic esters, gas to
liquid (GTL), etc. This paper and research is dealing with testing
of modern biodegradable and sustainable oil Envitrafol and its
improvements by nanoparticles. As known natural ester-based
electro insulating fluids are polar substances with relatively high
viscosity and corresponding properties. This paper is focusing on
the study of the impact of the modification of natural ester-based
fluid by nanoparticles on breakdown voltage (BDV).

Keywords—electro insulating oil, break down voltage, nanopar-
ticles, natural ester, nanofluid.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mineral oil used to act as both an insulating and cooling
medium in electrical insulation systems (EIS), just as it still
does today. Its use made it possible to increase the power
output and voltage of transformers, which are still used today.
Since then, mineral oil has undergone some development.
Petroleum-based paraffinic oil was used at first; however had
some problems with its properties, which were largely based
on where the source material was extracted. The biggest
problem has been the high freezing point of paraffinic, which
is between -45 and -60 °C. These and other shortcomings
were solved by the use of naphthenic-based oil, which has
been widely used since its first use and is still in use today
[1]. This mineral oil is nowadays easily available, cheap
and has excellent electrical insulating properties. However,
the availability of the source material - oil - may become
problematic in the near future. Another problem is the often
discussed issue of environmental protection [2]. The overall
problem of the waste oil need to be solved.

In the last several years has been published a lot of
information [3]–[5] about the properties of ”new ester oils”
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(NEO). The dielectric properties have been discussed (eg.
dissipation factor, resistivity breakdown voltage, etc.) as a
function of temperature, a voltage level, or frequency. Also,
the properties of NEO in the system with cellulose paper
have been studied. It has been proved, that natural ester in
combination with cellulose-based solid part can fulfill some
of the requirements of transformer paper-oil insulating system.
The problems remain with the facts of lower oxidation stabil-
ity, higher viscosity, chemically bounded water, and different
properties in high electric fields, compared to regular mineral-
based oils. The paper [4] is showing the properties of the
paper oils system in the terms of thermal aging and ongoing
chemical reactions.

A relatively new area of research is so-called nano-based
insulating fluids. Generally, nanofluid is a fluid containing
nanometer-sized particles, usually in the form of colloidal sus-
pensions of nanoparticles in a base fluid [6]. The nanoparticles
used in dielectric nanofluids are typically oxides (TiO2, SiO2,
CuO, ZnO, MgO and Al2O3) [7], [8]. However, the main
problem with these fluids is the poor long-term stability of
the nanofluid. At first, homogeneously dispersed nanoparticles
are a prerequisite for stable nanofluid. It can be stated that
nanoparticles will remain dispersed if the Van der Waals forces
(attractive forces) are compensated by repulsive forces (forces
acting against attractive forces) such as electrostatic steric or
electro-steric forces. These forces are important for stability
because they form a barrier that the particle must surpass to
interact and create agglomerates with other particles. If the
energy of this barrier is greater than the kinetic energy of the
particle, the solution remains stable and homogeneously dis-
persed. In practice, to improve the stability of the nanoparticle,
surfactants [9] are used, i.e. surface treatments that reduce the
surface tension in the liquid acting at the interface between the
particles and the liquid. This interface determines the forces
(mainly steric) acting on the formation of bonds between
the particles. When using a surface treatment, it is necessary
to select the proper type based on the application (not all
surfactants interact suitability with the liquid) and then the
proper amount, because a too large amount of surfactant leads
to ”bubble creation” around the particle that easily captures
the surrounding parts, which again leads to the formation of
agglomerates.
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In this paper, attention is paid to the modification of natural
ester (based on rapeseed) by selected simple metal oxides
(SiO2, TiO2) and also on the effect of surface treatment by
silane coupling agent ((3-aminopropyl) triethoxysilane). The
results show a change in the observed dielectric parameters.

II. MATERIALS

A. Raw Materials

Envitrafol, a fully biodegradable rapeseed-based electrical
insulating oil was used as the base fluid [10]. The doped
nanoparticles were selected as SiO2 in hydrophilic modifica-
tion, SiO2 in hydrophilic and lipophilic modification by (3-
aminopropyl) triethoxysilane coupling agent and TiO2 without
any sruface treatment or modification. Non treated particles
of SiO2 and TiO2 have a purity of 99+ %, and the rest ist
composed of inorganic impurities. The purity of silica with
surface treatment (SiO2 SF) is approx. 98 % and the rest
are coupling agent and impurities. All types of nanoparticles
used were around 20 nm in diameter. The morphology of used
particles with the important parameters are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Morphology of investigated particles [11].

B. Sample Preparation

The nanoparticles were first dried at 60 °C for 48 h to
eliminate moisture, as SiO2 nanoparticles are hydrophilic and
tend to bind water molecules. Mixing undried nanoparticles
into the oil would also result in the addition of moisture,
which would degrade the dielectric properties of the sample.
Envitrafol (440 ml) was placed in a vacuum chamber and
exposed to vacuum for 60 minutes. Meanwhile, nanoparticles
corresponding to a concentration of 0.25 % were weighed and
subsequently dispersed into the oil. The nanoparticle infused
oil was stirred on a magnetic stirrer at 520 rotation per minute
for 60 minutes, then subjected to ultrasonic mixing (50 %
power), again for an hour. As a final step, the nanofluid was
placed in a vacuum chamber for 60 minutes to eliminate inho-
mogeneities created during mixing. The preparation diagram
can be seen in Figure 2.

III. METHODS AND RESULTS

The breakdown voltage of Envitrafol and Envitrafol with
nanoparticles was measured on a high voltage source (High
Volt, Germany) and the dissipation factor and permittivity
in relation temperature were measured on a vector bridge

Fig. 2. Process of nanofluid preparation.

2830/2831 (Tettex Instruments, Switzerland). Dynamic viscos-
ity was measured via vibration viscometer SV-10 (A&D Com-
pany, Japan) for reference value, set at 40°C. The nanofluid
values were compared with values of Envitrafol in the deliv-
ered state without treatment.

A. Breakdown Voltage Measurement

After preparing the nanofluid, 400 ml was used to mea-
sure the breakdown voltage (according to IEC 60156, semi-
spherical electrodes, 2,5 mm), with a rise of 1.5 kV/s. Break-
down voltage was measured 6 times, with 3 minutes selected
for oil mixing and recovery. The average value was calculated
for each sample. The highest value of breakdown voltage was
achieved by the Envitrafol with SiO2 nanoparticles without
surface treatment, voltage reaching the value of 66 kV. Non
modified Envitrafol reached a value of 42 kV.

Fig. 3. Breakdown voltage of individual tested samples
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B. Dissipation Factor Measurement
For the measurement of the dissipation factor: 40 ml of

nanofluid was used using temperature controlled Tettex elec-
trode system cell to and measuring procedure according to IEC
60247, using a Tettex 2830/2831 analyzer. Applied voltage
was 500 V. Measurements were performed as temperature
incremental form ambient to 90 °C. As expected, the dissi-
pation factor increased in relation to temperature. The largest
observable change was in the surface-treated SiO2 sample,
where the loss factor was not significantly different from pure
Envitrafol at 27 to 50 °C, but reached the lowest values (0.004)
at 90 °C.

Fig. 4. Dissipation factor of individual tested samples

C. Relative permittivity Measurement
The temperature dependence of relative permittivity was

measured. Relative permittivity decreased as a function of
temperature. The sample with SiO2 without surface treatment
had the lowest values.

Fig. 5. Relative permittivity of individual tested samples.

D. Dynamic Viscosity Measurement

A reference value for 40 °C was measured for pure En-
vitrafol and Envitrafol with TiO2 nanoparticles. The dynamic
viscosity for pure Envitrafol was 31.29 mPas at 40 °C. For En-
vitrafol with TiO2, the dynamic viscosity was not significantly
higher with a value of 31.45 mPas.

In Tab. 1, results are compared with similarly oriented
studies [12], [13] which contain properties of such fluids,
including dynamic or kinematic viscosity. If the density is
known, relation between dynamic and kinematic viscosity is
defined according to ISO 3104:2020.

TABLE I
KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OF SIMILAR LIQUIDS AT 40 °C [12], [13]

Parameter Envitrafol Envitrafol Envirotemp Natural
pure + TiO2 FR3 Ester

Viscosity 34.68 34.84 33 36

Acquired values have been used only as reference for occa-
sional calculation of kinematic viscosity and comparison with
other studies. Obtained results report only slight difference
as density has been determined as 907.45 kg/m3 for pure
Envitrafol and 908.66 kg/m3 for the one which was modified
by TiO2. Density reported for nature ester in [13] is very
similar (908 kg/m3).

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

As seen from the results the modification of the natural ester
based fluid by the nanoparticles is possible. Some properties,
also based on previous results, could be improved.

For the use such as nanofluid in the real application the
stability of the nanofluid must be studied and improved. Since
in the transformer the fluid is stirred and mixed by the pump of
the cooling system, it can be expected that the sedimentation
of the nanoparticles can be relatively low. A ”filtration” effect
solid part of the transformer insulating system need to be
tested.

Based on this and previous experiments further improving
of the dielectric properties of biodegradable nanofluids is
achievable. What need to be further studied is detail nanoscale
dielectric phenomena explanation. Both, increase of the local
electric field in close to nanoparticle as well as high break-
down voltage of obtained when measured in nanometric scale
[14] . Also, behavior of the biodegradable nanofluid in high
inhomogeneous field (positive and negative) should be studied
regarding results presented in [3] .

The high permittivity of natural esters fluids owing the
problems with application of very high voltages. This problem
is also proposed to being solved by the application of the
nanoparticles a ”compensation” of the higher space charge
in natural esters. This space charge is higher than in the
mineral based oils because of polar nature of the natural esters.
The actual phenomena acting in the nanometric scale need to
be further studied. The increased breakdown voltage in well
dispersed nanofluid can be explained similarly to electrical
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treeing in polymers. When estimating local electric field in
the scale of the mixed nanoparticles, we can estimate as
much as 30 times higher local electrical field (EL) in the
particle itself then in surrounding homogeneous field in the
liquid. On the other hand breakdown voltages of nanoparticles
measured in sub-micro scale is as high as 300 kV/mm [15].
Also the particles mixed in the base liquid creates a barrier
to the ions and electrons moving in the outer electrical field,
these charge sticks to the surface of the nanoparticles and
therefore create a local space charge acting against applied
outer electric filed and therefore reducing electric field in the
way of the developing breakdown. This phenomena is possibly
responsible for increasing of the breakdown voltage of the
nanofluid compared to pure oil.

The open question for use of the nanofluids in electrical
machinery is the issue of sedimentation and filtering“ the
particles. This issues need to be further studied.
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